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National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts (Weiwuying)

Preventive Measures against the Coronavirus (COVID-19) Epidemic

Please follow the policies below before entering the venue

A Special Plan for Performers
60
Performers can get a full refund for the rent if cancel the show 60 days before the
scheduled date. Technical tests and rehearsals require no fee.
50%
Rents are 50% off in the following situations:
Audience are required to sit at intervals.
/
/

Live shows are changed into online streaming
or recorded videos.
First-time auditorium rental for online
streaming or video recording
First-time auditorium rental for technical tests
and rehearsals

If you change the auditorium reservation from the original one into a larger one, the
prices remain unchanged. Please contact us for the following ticketing matters.

For the shows cancelled with a purpose of pandemic prevention, domestic
performance teams have the priority to schedule the time in the second half of 2020
and the first half of 2021.

Weiwuying will keep updating this special plan according to National Health Command
Center policies.

Weiwuying will work together with the public in preventing the spread of the epidemic and
building a comfortable and safe venue. Adjustments following preventive measures announced by
competent authorities will be carried out.
COVID-19
1922
For information on the coronavirus (COVID-19), please see the official website of Taiwan Centers for Disease Control,
or dial hotline 1922.

For more information
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The Global Pandemic:
Creating our New World
By

Daniel KRAMER

"…the purpose of playing, whose end, both at the first and now, was and is, to hold, as 'twere, the mirror

Netflix, Dreamworks, Disney, MGM, BBC, Beyoncé, Belinda Carlisle, Elvis, Ibsen, Caryl Churchill, Confucius,

up to Nature: to show virtue her feature, scorn her own image, and the very age and body of the time his

Rumi, Dorothy Parker, Pina Bausch, Akram Kahn, Frida Kahlo, Remedios Varo, Rodin, Ai Weiwei, Anish

form and pressure." - William Shakespeare, Hamlet

Kapoor, Wolfgang Tillmans, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Missy Mazzoli: the arts draw humankind together to
see our own reflection, to escape our own stories in the compassionate shoes of Others, to process
our painful emotions, to celebrate our shared beauty, to grow into better individuals and communities.
In its most ancient and contemporary manifestation, art is created by
community members for the larger community's needs. Art is an act of
service and of nourishment. Artists catalyze their community's needs to
make us stronger, more resilient, more joyful, more appreciative. Especially
in times of trouble, art offers us sustenance and community. As much
as we now raise up our health workers, our grocery store staff, our travel
industry, we must also hold up our artists – thank you for caring for our
television, film, music, theater, opera, dance and visual arts that take us
deeper into ourselves and our shared humanity. Thank you for making us
laugh, cry and belong.
During my month in Taiwan to direct Benjamin Britten's War Requiem for
the National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts, Weiwuying, I found myself
constantly wanting to connect with Nature as the coronavirus took hold of
China and loomed over the rest of us. My first three weeks in Taipei, I took
the train and cable car to Maokong for long walks in nature, to smell and
taste the sublime tea leaves, to see the giant city nestle into the hill side
like a sleeping dragon, to feel the leaves of wild, tropical plants, to hear the
unique birdsongs, many new to my Western ears. I went to the National
Palace Museum to marvel at jewelry and pottery hand crafted over 1000
to 4000 years ago. In Kaoshiung, I went to Qijin island multiple times to dig
my feet into the sand, to listen to the waves smack the pier; I inhaled the
grey mirror of sea reflecting the blue sky. I perused endless stalls of salted
fish and children squealing with delight at my copious beard. And above all
else, I sat in the Outdoor Theatre in the Kaohsiung Centre for the Arts and
watched lovers stroll by, lost in time eternal; I watched elders meander by,
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sick bodies, thank you for feeding us, thank you for providing us literature,
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produced kitsch. All of this false busy-ness has disconnected so many of us from the fine arts which

dogs on right arms, and mobile phones on super-hero third arms! And indeed, it was here, here in this

populate the history of our individual and shared cultural heritage. So, we are making pots in our new,

sacred amphitheater where I heard and saw what inspires me most in life: human nature.

heavenly spare time. In the face of potential food shortages, we have also planted our home garden
early this year. I'm trying to foster a few animals in need, while quarantined in our home. I am reading

We are beautiful creatures, even in our comic follies. Our hope and our beauty, that so much art

some intensive new philosophy and poetry for another show that I hope to bring to Taiwan in 2024

celebrates, moves me to stillness often. We are also horribly ugly creatures, at times: our greed and

– a show about miracles which we need now more than ever. But what I am mainly thinking, with

disrespect for our home, the Earth, breaks my heart too often. I believe that is the point of modern art:

great excitement, is this: I don't know the world I will be in 2024!!! For the first time in my generation's

to raise up Mother Earth, and all of her children, and to solve the question: How we can prolong Mother

lifetime, the future of life is ours to CREATE anew – together! – as a wiser, woken, united global

Earth and therefore human kind? How do we stop the senseless loss of habitat and human life? Mother

community. Because this is the essence of human nature: TO CREATE. We invent. We build. We create.

Earth IS human nature. She wins. Before us. During us. After us. SHE will reign queen. She does not

This is what 12,000 years of art history offers us all: WE get to create the new world we wish to inhabit

need us. We need her. We are pillaging her gifts; we covet MONEY which is no longer connected to her

with the monkeys, with the tea leaves, with the birds, with the jungle plants. We get to create better

gold. We are intoxicating her air. We are burning her flesh. Our earth is on fire; our bodies are on fire; our

government, better health care, better environmental rules, better gardens, better home-made pots

earth is suffocating with carbon emissions; our lungs are suffocating with coronavirus like an allergic

over mass-produced junk! The new world is ours to create.

reaction to our own pollutions. Will we awaken to this alarm? Or will we press snooze again? Will we
change what we produce, how much we produce, WHY we produce? Or will we simply try to go back to

May this pandemic be the deepest awakening that our human nature has in a hundred years, and may

sleep again? Can we afford to go back to before, Mister Patriarchal Financial System? Until what, the

we all be an active part of creating the changes necessary to change the fate of our Mother, the Earth.

next pandemic?

And above all else, may we all practice the essential new hundred tiny changes in our day to day lives
that will make a massive difference to the globe we want to inhabit. The changes we make now will be

I would do anything to own one of those 4000-year-old homemade pots in the National Palace

our greatest creation of the last 12,000 years. Art is here to reflect Nature, Yes, Shakespeare! The Mirror

Museum. My partner is a sculptor; I value the craftsmanship of things made by hand over mass-

is reflecting a very painful picture of Nature to us. Let us see Her, more clearly than ever, and celebrate
this moment when we all finally get to become Artists and create our tomorrow.
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deep in conversation and contemplation; I giggled at mothers, multi-tasking with babies on left arms,
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The virus is tiny, invisible but hypercontagious, whereas what binds us together
share similar traits: it is also tiny, invisible
but hyper-contagious.
By

WANG Hai-ling

gain" is true. Everyone should stay focused and committed to their goal and keep working on it.

unprepared. Among performers, we watch one show gets cancelled after another and multiple
plannings have to come to a halt under siege from all kinds of uncertainties.

To tackle with the coronavirus, we should work together. Taiwanese people are showing a high degree of
self-discipline, responsiveness, and vigilance. This is made possible by everyone's effort and as we are

Some say the world's pause button has been pressed. As an actor, every moment I inhale and exhale

all playing an indispensable part, we should move onward and upward.

to represent the kaleidoscopic aspects of life on stage distills from my connection with the world and
what I find resonating therein. While on stage, I need to be able to release as well as restrain, and it is

With the global impact of Covid-19, I don't see that performing arts stop in its tracks. It is operating

also the case for what you make of life.

through other channels. Although we are not necessarily finding each other in the theater, the arts
are still moving us into tears, laughter, or providing therapeutical placidity with a good film or two or a

Our life and work are forced to hit the brakes because of the pandemic, which even makes going

compelling melody. The show still goes on, be it online, before the screen, or in the earphone.

out an intimidating task to undertake. And yet, it is precisely this kind of respite that makes us slow
down, look back, and realize with hindsight how lost we have been when days and weeks slipped by in

To our detriment, the virus is tiny, invisible but hyper-contagious, whereas what binds us together

those packed schedules. Taking a break also helps us see what the most important thing is by leaving

share similar traits: it is also tiny, invisible but hyper-contagious. It scatters around us and lies deep in

everything aside. We regain time and space to stay close to our family and loved ones and to see the

our heart; it is the pursuit of beauty that performing arts strive for, and it is the love we feel therefrom.

world in a new light. We come to be grateful because it is now clear that health, a good livelihood,

Beauty and love are two of our greatest powers to fight this battle together. We are brought together

and freedom are hardly things taken for granted. These are the fruit of many people's contribution.

on the same page feeling close to each other, because we are connected through what we share in

Ever since my childhood I have kept "Wang the Bold" as an epithet. Techniques as demanding as all the

common.

singing, speaking, acting, and acrobatic fighting in Peking opera always fill me with so much motivation
to overcome and master them. Being lucky, I work hard too. With a career reaching its sixth decade, I

The trial is not over yet - let us bear the brunt and work together. My very best wishes for Taiwan and

view art as the most important inspiration for my life. It convinced me that the adage of "no pain, no

the world.
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When spring 2020 was just about to set in, the rapid circulation of the coronavirus caught the globe
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run-of-the-mill or taken for granted it appears to
be)? How can I turn the subject around, redefine
and re-interpret it?

Art extends my continuous care about the world, and it is
a practice where by I respond to myself and the world.
Interviewee

Interviewer

Choreographer of The End of the Rainbow | LIN I-Chin

Q:

HSU Ching-Yu

Q: What is the most significant inspiration that
art gives you?

Q:

A n d s o, a r t o n t h e o n e h a n d ex te n d s my
continuous care about the world, and on the other
hand it is a practice whereby I respond to myself
and the world.How to bring the world as you
see it into the conversation thread involving the
other? How to broach something that people has
forgotten, or bring something new to the table?
How can a work of art not be just "innovative"
inasmuch as the old gets abandoned but to go
deeper into what I care about (no matter how

FEATURE
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I'd say it's care, the care about people, the
environment, the world and even what remains
unknown. My work often starts from my subject
position and goes on to probe into aspects
about which I'm curious but know so little as yet.
However, when something is in the process of
becoming a work of art, you can no longer keep
it at the realm of your own subjectivity. I want
to put forward a new perspective as an artist
and create forms and choreographic styles that
have undergone changes and refinement to
make people see things afresh. My work is to be
an instance in which the artist and the audience
come together to dialogue and debate with the
work itself.

Q: What do you make of human character in face
of the impact of Covid-19?

Q:

This is very complicated My belief is that it is
out of human nature to help and share things
with each other, whereas the difference of
environment, customs, culture, religion and so on
influences the way in which every nation and its
people deal with the pandemic. For me, it is very
important to treat people abiding by different
values respecting the premise of empathy and
human rights.
I can recall vividly earlier this year that the efforts
to counteract the coronavirus coincided with
massive processions in celebration of Mazu, as
March of the lunar calendar is held as the month
in worship of the sea goddess. From the point
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acutely felt. Art speaks to the need for expression,
transmission, communication, and the pursuit of
the beautiful. In the midst of fear, suspicion, and
anxiety caused by the pandemic, artistic activity
no doubt provides relief for the mental strain.

With this example in view, I'm thinking about what
can be changed and what cannot in traditional
culture. If the Mazu procession is something
that can be cancelled, then what remains of
belief? If the procession stays untouchable, what
does it mean? The answer does not come down
to the binary of science and religion and the
implication of value judgments. This incident puts
what I know as belief back into dialectics, not to
mention the complexities inherent in decision
making. Since there are temples that attribute
the event's cancellation to Mazu's will obtained
through divination, it is hence interesting to muse
on the "purity," as it were, of religious belief and
the role played by "artificial" intervention.

We can see people singing and playing music
together from their balcony throughout European
cities in lockdown and there are also nurses
and care takers have a go of their folk dance in
protective clothing in a hospital in China. can't
help thinking what we can do with the arts in
times when gatherings are banned.

Q: What kind of role do you think performing arts
play in the outbreak of pandemic?
Performing is an art form of the here and now
par excellence. The participation of the audience
is vitally complementary to the dynamics of
the show. The impact of Covid-19 makes the
here and now insufferable for performing arts.
We are caught unprepared, and with most of
the programs suspended or postponed, how
much the arts matter to people becomes more

FEATURE

FEATURE

Q: 2018

of view of science and medicine, having throngs
of people coming together is running massive
potential risks. And yet, believers may insist that
the procession go ahead because Mazu will bless
people, according to their faith.

Q: In Weiwuying's 2018 Taiwan Dance Platform
you performed The End of the Rainbow. What do
you want to say through the show? How does it
bring people together?
The End of the Rainbow draws on the Taiwanese
folk ritual of khan-bông-t n, a funeral procession
to guide the dead through singing. It runs through
a journey across 36 passes (understood also as
"challenge" or "obstacle") and 10 courts of Hell
for the final trial leading up to the entrance of
Western Paradise.
As I carried out more research I realized that
this ritual does not simply address the dead, but
perhaps more importantly the living as well. The
lyrics mostly convey the appreciation of life and
how you can let go of it to its listeners, bringing
solace to the living such that they can release the
grief for their loved ones and erase from mind the

uncertainty and fear of death. That's actually the
ultimate purpose of this procession.
The End of the Rainbow deploys the theater to
transform the dance vocabulary and form of the
funeral procession into something that guides
the audience to explore the human fear for the
unknown. And what the unknown can possibly
mean here, I think, comes down to terms specific
in the Taiwanese culture, and I would like to call it
"Taiwanese tenderness."
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Q:

Art is like a butterfly emerging from its cocoon as it
absorbs what is most essential and refined to achieve
transformation.
Interviewee

Eyes and Ears Project Sign language tour guide | HONG Wen-guang
Interviewer

HSU Ching-Yu

Q:

Q: What is the most significant inspiration that
art gives you?
Art is like a butterfly emerging from its cocoon
as it absorbs what is most essential and refined
to achieve transformation. Art is a medium that
makes life more colorful through different culture,
people, and what the viewer has had as lived
experience inasmuch as you get to feel how wide
the world is. Since middle school photography
has become my hobby and remained much so for
the following four decades. Photography seeks
to glean from life what strikes the photographer
as the most beautiful aspect and leave out the
insignificant part.

Q: What do you make of human character in face
of the impact of Covid-19?
The pandemic resembles the plague in Train to
Busan by hunting down one victim after another
and going on and on. Life becomes tense in such
a way that the extremities of human character
get revealed easily. There are medical workers
strongly committed to their duty and people
who care about others from the bottom of their
heart, whereas there are also individuals carrying
blatant self-interest and people who remain
indifferent. Life gets ruffled and interpersonal
relationship may break up because of the mental
strain. And yet, if there is such a thing as the
opportunity brought about by the pandemic, it'd
be the hiatus that people must now settle into.
The partygoers, for example, have to slow down
and live differently now.
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Photography gives me a keen eye to observe
life so that I can capture subject matter that
reverberates with my inner feelings. If I'm looking
at an animal, then I'd go on and think what its
next move would be and what kind of relationship
it has with its surroundings. I'd also think about
how I'm going to present its image, and this series
of questioning and answering has enhanced my
sensibilities to perceive how volatile life is.
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Q:

Q:

Q: What kind of role do you think performing arts
play in the outbreak of pandemic?

Youtube

24

In this time made exceptional by the pandemic,
performing arts bring happiness to people and
if there are more videos accessible, they may
comfort those who are depressed. Art can cheer
up the society and sustain people's hope. Art may
attenuate tensions and bring people together to
help and work with each other. I think of the six
opera and ballet productions that the Bolshoi
Theatre in Moscow is going to stream on Youtube
for free through March and April. The shows are
accessible in twenty-four hours and those who
are unable to get to Moscow can now have a
share of the wonderful performances. Even if
it's such a pity that many cultural events have
been cancelled in Taiwan and the arts industry is
suffering a great deal, there is a sense of solidarity
emerging from the general imbroglio that we will
figure out a way to get through this together with
clenched teeth and head held high.

I recently signed up for a dance workshop held
by NAKAMURA Kurumi. In the beginning the
participants were edgy and timid because we
didn't know each other yet. We lied on the floor
and looked at the ceiling. The emptiness of the
ceiling served as a springboard for many imagined
scenes. It was precisely because there was
nothing that we encountered no constraints. For
me, this was the key to relaxing. In following the
artist's instruction, some made still poses. We
could not touch the posing participant but could
approach, watch, smell or even feel his or her
presence, that is, the breath and warmth of being
there. Even though there was no direct contact,
people who had been unknown and reserved to
each other became relieved and more sociable
afterward.
In some of the excellent shows I've been to,
people left the venue right after the performance,
as if the connection only existed between the
audience and the piece. In the traditional puppet
theater, in contrast, the audience assembled at
one recognized spot and you got surrounded
by familiar faces because they were all your
neighbors. And now, my sense is that people come
all the way to the show and that s it something
that holds people together has dissipated in time
and seems to be retrievable only in those days
when puppet theaters operated under a banyan
tree.
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What appeals me the most in performing
arts is the physical expression of dancers and
performers on stage. I was very much taken
away when I went to All Genius All Idiot last
year. The theatrical tension deeply stimulated
our visual experience and their technique was
just impressive. My deafness impedes me from
appreciating the audible content of the show
and that's why the visual occupies such a central
place for me.

Q: How to use the work of art to bring people
closer together?
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The less reserved I was, the closer I got with the audience.
Interviewee

President of Taiwanese Association of Sign Language Interpreters | WEI Ju-Chun
Interviewer

HSU Ching-Yu

Q:

Q: What is the most significant inspiration that
art gives you?

Q:

I went up north to attend college and joined a
performing club. My enthusiasm was intensified
by programs containing drama, dance and other
group activities as I got in touch with so many
people around me. I knew my technique was
nothing in comparison to true professionals, but I
could feel the artistic drive to unleash something
every time I got on stage. The less reserved I was,
the closer I got with the audience. This gave me
the courage to be who I am and express myself in
the following instances of work or personal life.

individual judgement seems to lose ground to the
reification of mass media and posts circulating
among social media chat groups.
Q: What kind of role do you think performing arts
play in the outbreak of pandemic?

Q:

Q: How does the Eyes and Ears Project in which
you are involved bring people closer together?

Q: What do you make of human character in face
of the impact of Covid-19?
Media coverage and heaps of information are just
overwhelming and often cause people to follow
packaged opinions like sheep or worry too much.
If one can maintain good health and immunity
through fact-based advice and reasonable
judgement, one is in a perfect position to keep
up living and learning. My sense is that today

Across European cities in lockdown, balconies
become a place where people come up to sing
and form a kind of concert to cheer things up.
There are also musicians who play in company
with others through online chat group to pull
Beethoven's Ode to Joy together. Art brings relief
to people in turbulent times such that some of
the positive impact can grow into confidence and
courage.

Q:

Ears are actually things that matter the least in
Eyes and Ears Project, because the sign language
composed by the tour guide has an architectonic
dimension that goes beyond speech. Whether
your are hearing-impaired or not, you get to
appreciate that immediacy hand-shaped in visual
terms.
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I was born to a middle-class family whose modest
income was only sufficient for subsistence. The
arts, for my parents, are luxury exclusive for the
wealthy. So even if I had dreams for drawing and
hopping up and down in ballet tutu, dreams were
but dreams.
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Q:

When the world gets beset with an apparently invincible
crisis, then there must be a big gift awaiting its discovery.
Interviewee

Weiwuying 365+ Dance teacher | YU Yen-fang
Interviewer

HSU Ching-Yu

Q:

Q: What is the most significant inspiration that
art gives you?
My interest in performing arts stems from the
curiosity about the world. From music, dance,
drama to any other kind of form of performance,
what inspires me the most is the way in which
these forms enable us to articulate thoughts and
feelings given the brevity of our life. In everyday
life, the space for this kind of imagining and
articulation is sparse and we have little clue
about what's going on in others' mind. Through
art we are able to fabricate a safe environment
allowing for self-expression in artistic terms.
Art also empowers us to travel through time to
access an individual's lived experience and his
or her imaginary realm via this person's work. An
individual articulation can instigate more people
to explore their own way of self-articulation. My
sense is that the history and worldview gleaned
from the prism of subjective feelings sometimes
contain more truth than the scholarly account of
the past.

Q:

I am in no place to "make of" anything yet. I don't
think the time is ripe for this and man is far from
being able to respond to this epochal disaster and
assign meaning to it. My intuition is that "Fortune
and misfortune are two buckets in the same well"
- when the world gets beset with an apparently
invincible crisis, then there must be a big gift
awaiting its discovery. Or conversely, if the world
has gone too far in hedonism and accumulated
some debt, then now is very likely the moment of
tribulations to pay what is due. There is always a
strain of speculation in how we deal with plagues,
while we often yield too easily to the present
comfort and lapse into sloth. History repeats
itself, just as Camus writes in The Plague: "from
one bad dream to another, it is men who pass
away."
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Q: What do you make of human character in face
of the impact of Covid-19?
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what the role of art has always been and keep
making it real. Throughout history, war, disaster,
and plague come and go and have never stopped
people from passing on the heritage of theater.
Instead, the passage of these incidents nourished
artistic creation. For me, the greater the disaster
is, the more strongly artist and curators should
stand their ground by working on their projects
to face the brutality of plague with flights of
creativity.

Q:

1.5

Q: What kind of role do you think performing arts
play in the outbreak of pandemic?
Suspending ongoing programs right away as a
measure to counteract the coronavirus, of course,
is what has to be done at short notice under
the circumstances. But as the situation goes on,
the solution entails not so much suspension as
finding a way to support artists and performers
to continue their work through different media
and form, given that performing arts are so apt to
adapt. If there is a role for performing arts to play,
it should first and foremost show that the human
freedom to imagine and play will stay on despite
the worst external destitution and compromise.
I don't think there is a new role for performing
arts or art itself to play in this pandemic; on the
contrary, artists and curators should figure out

I haven't thought about "bringing people together"
and there is perhaps something positive in the
observance of social distancing, which seems to
be a good occasion for us to take a hiatus from
the frenetic life-pace and reflect on something
interior, personal or more relevant to life. Keeping
the 1.5-meter distance probably allows us to
see people better in a way. I'm thankful for
Weiwuying's invite and coming here to dance is a
very simple thing for me as a dancer: I'm here to
put people into a bit of exercise when Taiwan still
enjoys the freedom to have people hanging out in
the public. If this can drive some blues away and
reduce pressure to motivate people to carry on,
I'm more than happy to work on that.
Q: Do you want to say something to the public?
Likely, we may dance together in May. The
strictest measures will be put into place to
guarantee your safety. If staying active makes you
happier, save the date for the dance, if you will!

FEATURE

FEATURE

Q:

Q: Is there an idea of bringing people together in
your involvement in Weiwuying 365+ Dance?
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DAI Lee-Wen Cello Recital
Summer Storm

5.12 Tue. 19:30
2020

-

•

~

Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 300, 500

●
●

ERA Ticket
80

10

| Duration is 80 minutes with a 10-minute intermission.

The unique compositions of the three Russian giants echoed each other. And with the deep, warm,
affectionate sound of the cello, they whispered. The charismatic cellist DAI Lee-wen, and the most
popular all-round pianist LIAO Chiao-han will present profound and passionate musicianship with
charm on stage.
Program
a
81
119 | Nikolai MYASKOVSKY: Cello Sonata No.2 in a minor, Op. 81
Cello Sonata in C Major, Op. 119

d
40
Dmitri SHOSTAKOVICH: Cello Sonata in d minor, Op. 40

| Performer: Solo Cello/ DAI Lee-wen; Piano/ LIAO

Chiao-han

Dance in Summer

JUNE

JUNE

6.5 Fri. 19:30
698

－
Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 300, 500

●
●

Arts Ticket. |
110

15

| Duration is 110 minutes with a 15-minute intermission.

698

698

Every four year, members of class 698, the Affiliated Senior High School of National Taiwan Normal
University (HSNU) will gather together and present a chamber music concert together. This year in the
4th 698 concert, members will present music in various combinations, ranging from HANDEL to Gina
GILLIE (b. 1981). Join us to Dance in Summer.
Program
D
HWV 385
Op. 157b
E
in D Major, HWV 385 GILLIE: To the Seasons, for Horn, soprano and piano (selections)
for Oboe, Bassoon and Piano SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet in E-flat Major, Op. 44
| Presenter: Amazing Sounds Ensemble |

MAY

MAY

| Presenter: Counterpoint Ensemble |

C
Sergei PROKOFIEV:

698

Op. 4 | HANDEL: Trio Sonata for Violin,Oboe and Basso Continuo
MILHAUD: Suite for Violin, Clarinet, and Piano, Op. 157b PREVIN: Trio

| Performer: HSNU Class 698 Concert
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STORY WORKS

6.6 Sat. 19:30
Opera House
Tickets NT$ 500, 700, 900, 1200, 1500, 1800, 2200, 2500

●
●

Arts Ticket |
115

| Duration is 115 minutes without intermission.

The show must go on

Goodbye to Music Halls

Deja vu
As many bans were lifted, music halls went bust instead. Wu-ge, the boss of a once popular music hall,
decides to take his last chance. He recruits his son A-yang to run the new show. With Taiwanese mafia
and backstage love affair involved, the show faces a crisis. But A-yang persisted that the show must go
on. It's the last show. It is also déjà vu of Taiwan's pop culture.
| Presenter: STORY WORKS |
| Performer: CHEN Mu-yi, GAO Yu-shan, HUANG Hau-ping, Crystal LIN, LIN Tung-hsu, Ctwo LIN, KUO Yao-jen, CHENG
Chin-chi, CHIEN Yu-an, TSAI Sung-ting, HUANG Ju-dong, LIU Xiao-rong, HUANG Zi-hua, THENG Yu-ting; Special Appearance/ HONG Sheng-te

JUNE

JUNE

6.6 Sat. 14:30

Poetic Extravaganza Grand
Music of Tang

Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 300, 500, 800, 1000

●
●

Arts Ticket. |
85

15

| Duration is 85 minutes with a 15-minute intermission.

2020
24
The concert will be performed by Czech guitarist, Dr. Josef MAZAN. Grand Music of Tang represents a
ground-breaking exploration of the classical guitar with an Asian genre by the Taiwanese composer
HUANG Ssu-yu. Some unique performance techniques of the traditional musical instruments from the
East including China and Japan invigorate the creativity.

for Guitar Solo

| Presenter: Hotshot Cello Choir |
HUANG Ssu-yu; Guitar/ Josef MAZAN; Dancer/ SU Wei-chun

| Performer: Composer/
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A Night of Fantasies −
YEH Min-ho Clarinet Recital

6.7 Sun. 14:30
Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 300, 500

●
●

ERA Ticket |
90

10

| Duration is 90 minutes with a 10-minute intermission.

This concert is based on fantasy styles clarinet works by composers from Germany, Hungary, France,Italy
and Spain, including SCHUMANN, MARTY, WIDMANN, LEFEBVRE, HIDAS, BOZZA, and BASSI. These works
strongly display the composers subjective feelings and personalities.
Program
1
| Nikolai MYASKOVSKY: Cello Sonata No.2 in a minor, Op. 81
Cello Sonata in C Major, Op. 119

Dmitri SHOSTAKOVICH: Cello Sonata in d minor, Op. 40

| Presenter: Counterpoint Ensemble |

| Performer: Clarinet/ YEH Min-ho; Piano/ FAN Chen-lin

JUNE

JUNE

Teresa Teng 25th
Anniversary Memorial
Hologram Concert

Sergei PROKOFIEV:

6.13 Sat. 19:00
25

3D

Opera House
Tickets NT$ 380, 680, 880

●
●

ERA Ticket
90

| Duration is 90 minutes without intermission.

25

Where there are Chinese, there is Teresa Teng's singing. Even though Miss Teresa Teng has been away
from us for 25 years, her singing still lingers in our hearts till this day. This is an experience of perfect
combination of technology, music and art, also to recall their youth memory along with the power of
music.
| Presenter: Teresa Teng Foundation |
Jamii Szmadzinski
| Performer: Teresa TENG (Hologram), Jamii Szmadzinski, CHANG Chin-yu, en-Ray, CHEN Jia, WANG Jing

(

)
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6.19 Fri. 19:30
GENUINE W. A. MOZART
2020

Soprano
HUANG Li-chin
2020 Vocal Recital

Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 600, 800

●
●

Arts Ticket. |
78

15

| Duration is 78 minutes with a 15-minute intermission.

MOZART's music is a miracle of the Creator. His phrase of music is natural and fluent, like an angel flying
with wings. This concert is very rare, several classic MOZART songs and opera arias will be selected, let
the audience experience the emotional side of the musical prodigy. Performed by the well-known light
lyric soprano HUANG Li-chin and wonderful pianist WENG Chung-hua.
| Presenter: OPUS MUSIC ARTS |

| Performer: Soprano/ HUANG Li-chin; Piano/ WENG

Chung-hua

Look, Who's Cross-Talking

Playhouse
Tickets NT$ 600, 900, 1400, 1800, 2200, 2600, 3000

●
●

Arts Ticket |
155

15

| Duration is 155 minutes with a 15-minute intermission.

80

On September 30, 1989, the Performance Workshop premiered Look Who's Cross-talking Tonight,
the long-awaited sequel to the pioneering 1985 "crosstalk" work The Night We Became Hsiang-Sheng
Comedians. This new work set up an extended on-stage xiang-sheng dialogue between a Taiwan and a
mainland man, dealing with the contrasts and similarities between the two sides of the Taiwan Straits
after 40 years of separation.
| Presenter: Performance Workshop Creative Culture |
| Director/ Stan LAI; Vice Director/ Ismene TING; Starring/ FAN Kuang-yao, CHU Te-kang, LI Cheng-xiang

JUNE

JUNE

6.20 Sat. 19:30 6.21 Sun. 14:30

38

39

6.20 Sat. 19:30

Huang-Jin battle –
Huang Chun-da
v.s.
Jin Cheng-zhi

Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 600, 800, 1000

●
●

Arts Ticket |
110

15

| Duration is 110 minutes with a 15-minute intermission.

6

2020 Taiwan Top
X

7

14

Whether or not they are friends in real life, mercy is the last thing on their mind when fighting on stage.
Winning the audience's heart is the only thing that counts! Huang Chun-da and Jin Cheng-zhi, two
young Chinese composers of the same age, will start a music battle in Weiwuying in June this year.
Taiwan X Shanghai, 7 themes, 14 music works, take you to explore the composer's heart.
| Presenter: Taichung Chamber Choir |

| Performer: HUANG Chun-da/JIN Cheng-zhi/

Taichung Chamber Choir

JUNE

JUNE

6.22 Fri. 19:30
2020

Tone+Soul=Audiation Meaning

Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 300, 500, 800, 1200

●
●

ERA Ticket |
100

15

| Duration is 100 minutes with a 15-minute intermission.

(audiation)

The art of music is based on the soul and thought of human being. The imagination form of tone is
audition, with the audiation of musician in their mind, the real music could be produced. The soul and
audiation are the most important essence of musicianship, when you listen into the music, the soul and
mind of the musician, may touch your soul and mind in the similar way.

Cyber True Music 2020

| Presenter: Department of Music, Tunghai University |
| Performer: Conductor/Tzong-Kai KUO; Baritone/Fang-Hao CHAO; Piano/Chia-Hui AI, Amy
HSIEH; Flute/Pei-San CHIU, Horng-Jiun LIN; Violin/Chen-Han TSAI; Orchestra/THU Electronic Organ Symphonic Orchestra

40

Departure - Christina
DUH Piano Recital

41

6.23 Tue. 19:30
Departure
Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 200

●
●

Arts Ticket. |
100

15

| Duration is 100 minutes with a 15-minute intermission.

Departure
Christina DUH was born in Fremont, California. With her brilliant academic achievements and talented
piano performances, she has been admitted to Arete Honors program of National Chiao Tung University
last year. " Departure" piano recital is the beautiful ending of her high school life.
Program
G
BWV804
BACH: BWV 804 Duetto No. 3 G Major BEETHOVEN: Moonlight Sonata
DEBUSSY: L'isle Joyeuse

TCHAIKOVSKY: Dumka

| Presenter: Splendor Chamber Music |

Frederic CHOPIN: Ballade No. 1

| J.S.
DEBUSSY: Clair de Lune

| Performer: Christina DUH

JUNE

JUNE

6.25 Thu. 19:30
－
Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 400, 600

●
●

Bonnie LIN
Violin Recital

D

Arts Ticket. |
90

10

| Duration is 90 minutes with a 10-minute intermission.

Hugo Kortschak Chamber Music Award

Sublimation
in D

Grand Prize
In this debut performance, violinist Bonnie LIN will present J. S. BACH, Isao MATSUSHITA, and Zoltán
KODÁLY's music. Recognized as an artist of great lyricism, innate musicality, and stunning virtuosity,
she will combine music with dance and lighting design in delivering an experience of visual, aural, and
sensuous enjoyment.
Program
g
BWV 1001
BACH: Violin Sonata No. 1 in g minor, BWV 1001 KODALY: Duo for Violin and Cello, Op. 7
| Presenter: Counterpoint Ensemble |

/

|
Isao MATSUSHITA: Mantra for Violin Solo HSU Chang-hui: 5 Preludes
/

| Performer: Violin Solo/Bonnie LIN, Cello/Yun HAN
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6.27 Sat. 19:30 6.28 Sun. 19:30 6.29 Mon. 19:30
2020 K.I.C.P.F.
Recital Hall
Tickets NT$ 400, 600

●
●

ERA Ticket |
120

| Duration is 120 minutes without intermission.

| 6.28 Sun. 9:00

2020 Kaohsiung
International Contemporary
Percussion Festival

|●

AI and Percussion Interactive Technology Workshop
| NT$ 1200

2020

60
A.I.

Gaston SYLVESTER

A.I.

The 2020 Kaohsiung International Contemporary Percussion Art Festival is composed of five music
events. It is a combination of more than 60 composers and percussionists from Taiwan, the United
States, Germany, Japan, and Korea. 3 Concerts (European Classical Percussion, New Generation
Percussion, AI with interactive Percussion), Gaston SYLVESTER Percussion Master Class, AI and
Percussion Interactive Technology Workshop.
| Presenter: Succession Percussion Group |
French, German, American, Japanese, Korean Musicians

| Performer: Succession Percussion Group and

JUNE

JUNE

6.28 Sun. 14:30
Concert Hall
Tickets NT$ 300, 500, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000

●
●

Arts Ticket.
85

2020 NTSO
Series Concert

| Duration is 85 minutes without intermission.

1904

In 1904, Mahler completed his sixth symphony, nicknamed "Tragic". Why did Mahler write "Tragic" during
this period? What did the loud sound of the hammer that strikes three times in the final movement
mean to Mahler? All these mysteries are just like Mahler's contradictory and pessimistic life - we can
only seek answers in his music.
Program
a

|

G. MAHLER: Symphony No. 6 in a minor

| Presenter: National Taiwan Symphony Orchestra |
Conductor/ Edo De WAART; Orchestra/ National Taiwan Symphony Orchestra

| Performer:
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EUREKA! 2.0
PQ
5
2017
6

EUREKA!

EUREKA! 2.0

2020

2019
Lift Me Up

PQ

Once again, the National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts (Weiwuying) is teaming up with the one and only
Prague Quadrennial (PQ) of Performance Design and Space to launch an experimental creative platform
connecting Europe and Asia. This is, in fact, the fourth phase of the Weiwuying–PQ collaboration.
Titled EUREKA! 2.0: Rediscovering Weiwuying, the joint project is set to take place in May 2020 and will
feature avant-garde exhibits, installation art, and performances. Artists of all creative stripes as well
as interested citizens are invited to join in the project and experience firsthand the process of artistic
ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

conception and invention.

Exhibition

Creative and Experimental Lab

5.1 Fri. - 5.31 Sun. 11:00-21:00

5.4 Mon. - 5.9 Sat.

●3
( )
Place: ● 3F Crown Terrace (West)

Presentation

5.8 Fri. 14:00-16:00
●1
●3
Place: ● 1F Banyan Plaza , ● 3F Crown Hall

Performance Lift Me Up

5.9 Sat. 13:30, 16:00 / 5.10 Sun. 13:30, 16:00
●1
●3
(
) ●3
Place: ● 1F Banyan Plaza , ● 3F Crown Terrace (West), ● Crown Hall (East side)

In Partnership With

46

47

Weiwuying Operation Office

●

47

Do you have a green thumb? If you do, come and join Weiwuying Green Thumb Tour to make a difference
in environmental greening!
You will have a tour guide to elaborate the landscape design and the horticultural scheme of Weiwuying.
During the tour, participants will be invited to hang name tags on plants and trees, reinforcing the
bonding between our people and our land.

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

5.23 Sat. 9:00-11:00
10

1

5

50

Participants

10 people in one group with a max. of 50 people in total

Registration Process

Events are not ticketed. To sign up for the Green Thumb Tour, please fill out the following form.
People with full participation will receive the green thumb exclusive gift.

*

5/23

5/30
8:00

*

9
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Everybody
Dance

●
●

Banyan Plaza
Method
Events are not ticketed and no registration required. Visitors are also welcome to picnic on the spot.

Come for an afternoon of yoga, watching movies, napping, drawing, listening to music, meeting people
with different gender identifications, and making friends with people from South East Asia in the
Weiwuying Wonderland !

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

6.13 Sat. 16:30-18:00
At Banyan Plaza, choreographers will guide
the visitors to experience the exploration of
aesthetics and creativity.

Weiwuying
Wonderland

54

55

This reading session is animated by Hualulu, an extraterrestrial character who comes to Weiwuying to
tell stories he has heard while traveling across different places. Come bring your parents to the Reading
Corner, where Hualulu is waiting for you!

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

Learning
and
Participation
The Not So Quiet Library

The Little Me

5.20 Wed. 15:00-16:00

6.17 Wed. 15:00-16:00

●3
Place
Method

At the Reading Corner:
Picture Books with Hualulu

● Reading Corner
Events are not ticketed. Visitors are welcome to
participate.

Weiwuying Reading Corner is supported by Taiwan Fuhsing Culture and Education Foundation.
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365+
Dance

●

Banyan Plaza
Close to the west-side entrance of the Opera House.

●

Method
Events are not ticketed. Visitors are welcome to participate.

In addition to gyms, parks, and activity centers, Weiwuying offers a new alternative for exercising after
meals. From street and ballroom dancing to free dance, contemporary dance, ballet, and tai chi, 365+
Dance has it all! We welcome everyone to Banyan Plaza and share the joy of dancing and exercising
together.

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

Impromptu Dances – YU Yen-fang

Dances for All – SU Wei-jia

5.6 Wed. 19:30-21:00

6.3 Wed. 19:30-21:00
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Collaboration
between Arts and
Other Sectors

●
90

Place
Participants
Duration
Registration Process

The Overview of
Outreach Aesthetic
Education Project

● Concert Hall
Fifth graders to vocational high school/high school students from the six cities/counties in Southern Taiwan.
Applications should be submitted as school.
Approximately 100 minutes.
For more information about registration, please follow the official website.

Major Sponsor

Cosponsor

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts (Weiwuying) has the grandest pipe organ in Asia. The Concert
Hall features a unique vineyard style, which will allow students in Southern Taiwan to experience arts
performance as well as to appreciate the optimal acoustic and visual effects. It is our hope that the
aesthetic education highly promoted at various schools can be well-extended and fully realized at
Weiwuying. Each session will include enjoying performances, theatre etiquette, and introduction to
international anditoriums.

60

61

Theater Arts and
Education Project

3

Participants
Duration
Registration Process

320

High school students and instructors. Applications should be submitted as classes.
3 classes each time. Total approximately 320 minutes.
For more information about registration, please follow the official website.

Major Sponsor

Cosponsor

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

In the past, Weiwuying used to be a training center for military recruits in southern Taiwan. Now, it has
been revamped as a national center for the arts. What stays unchanged throughout its transformation
from a state organ of national defense to an organization for culture and the arts is its commitment
to education, to the cultivation of young talents. To fulfill this, the Theater Arts and Education Project
at Weiwuying offers the pre-performance "Liberal Arts Course," on-site "Theater Experience," and postperformance "Takeaways" in order to familiarize students with a variety of approaches to the arts.
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Weiwuying is collaborating with Fubon Financial, Parents' Association for the Visually Impaired, and
Taiwan Association of Sign Language Interpreters to introduce the Eyes and Ears Project, an inclusive
program specially curated for the visually and hearing impaired. By establishing various facilities and
programs, Weiwuying makes an effort to provide a friendly space for all visitors, taking a step further
towards cultural accessibility and equality.

Exploring the Venue
(TASLI)

with sign language guides and auxiliary equipment (IPAD, models, Braille, graphics cards, etc.).

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

Exploring the Venue
Eyes and Ears Project

The project leads visual and hearing impairments into building and public spaces, and give them a deep understanding of Weiwuying

Exploring the Auditorium
Weiwuying invites visual and hearing impairments to walk into the venues and experience the professional equipment in theaters.

Joining the Shows
Weiwuying invites visual and hearing impairments to join the shows, and share the beauty and amazement of performing arts.

*

/
+886-7-2626647

+886-262-6654

*Eyes and Ears Project accepts special appointments and public participation.
To sign up for the Eyes and Ears Project, please call +886-7-262-6647 or +886-7-262-6654.
Exploring the Venue - Eyes and Ears Project is supported by Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
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Tour Service

Become Our Valued Friend
What Members Receive

An Exclusive iPass Card as Membership Card

Discount on Weiwuying Presented Programs

Weiwuying Lifestyle
9

Share Your Visit with Family and Friends

At least 10% OFF on Weiwuying

Day Time Tour

presented programs

Night Time Tour
Discount on Exhibition Admission, Weiwuying Shops and

13:00, 13:30, 15:30

18:30
50

100
TOUR SERVICE

BECOME OUR VALUED FRIEND

50

$300

Online Store
100

Schedule

Daily at 13:00, 13:30, 15:30

Schedule

Every Wednesday at 18:30

Duration

Approximately 50 minutes

Duration

Approximately 50 minutes

Fee

NT$100 per person

Fee

NT$100 per person

Discount on Weiwuying's Office Goods

Access to Members-only Events
10
( )
+886-7-262-6666

20

The theatre and audience seating area is an active working zone for the performance teams so therefore not part of the guided tour.

Notifications of Weiwuying's Programs and Activities

A minimum of 10 (inc.) guests is required to reserve a guided tour in English. Please put in a reservation 20 days in advance and contact the

Weiwuying Youth

customer service for more information +886-7-262-6666.

75
Your Support as a Member Is Vital to Weiwuying and
Helps to Fund Projects for Everyone to Enjoy

9
25% OFF on Weiwuying presented
programs, Plus at least 10% OFF on
extra tickets

$150

Venue Hire

Aditorium tour

60
150
Schedule

Please refer to website information

Duration

Approximately 60 minutes

Fee

NT$150 per person

Please contact the Weiwuying customer service for more questions.

+886-7-262-6612~6616

+886-7-262-6666
service@npac-weiwuying.org

The membership is valid for one year.
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Visit Us
(O10)
6

1

By Car

By Metro

Southbound

Take the Orange line to the Weiwuying Station (O10), Exit 6.

National Highway No.1

1

The Center is on your right.

Exit at Zhongzheng Road interchange
Turn left heading toward Fengshan District
Go straight on Zhongzheng 1st Rd
Arrive at Weiwuying

3
3

10

National Highway No.3

1

Get to the Kaohsiung Main Station via Taiwan Railways,
and then transfer to the Metro system. Please refer to
"By Metro" for how to transfer and get here.

Change to National Highway No.10
Take the National Highway No.1
Exit at Zhongzheng Road interchange

By High Speed Rail

Turn left heading toward Fengshan District

Take Taiwan High-Speed Rail to the Zuoying Station, and

Go straight on Zhongzheng 1st Rd

1

Arrive at Weiwuying

1

Northbound
Take the exit at Sanduo Road interchange

88

52

1

50
11

21

53A

53B

8001

Turn right heading toward Fengshan District

70
88
2A

248
2B

7A

7B

8

10

Go straight on Sanduo 1st Rd

transfer to Metro system. Please refer to "By Metro" for
how to transfer and get here.

By Flight
Take a flight to the "Kaohsiung International Airport" and
then transfer to the Metro system. Please refer to "By
Metro" for how to transfer and get here.

Arrive at Weiwuying

2C

National Highway No.3
Change to Provincial Highway 88 (Taiwan)
Connect to National Highway No.1
Exit at Sanduo Road interchange
Turn right heading toward Fengshan District
Go straight on Sanduo 1st Rd
Arrive at Weiwuying

Bicycle Parking

Motorcycle Parking

Parking Lot

Taxi Stop

MRT Weiwuying Station

Bus Stop

By Bus
Take a bus and get off at the stop "National Kaohsiung
Center for the Arts (Weiwuying)" : Bus lines-52, 70.
Or take a bus that stops at Jianjun Station: Bus lines50, 53A, 53B, 88, 248, Orange 7A, Orange 7B, Orange 8,
Orange 10, Orange 11, Red 21, 8001, Yellow 2A, Yellow 2B
Yellow 2C.

VISIT US

VISIT US

National Highway No.1

3
3

By Train

PROGRAM GUIDE

National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts (Weiwuying)
+886-7-262-6666
83075

1

service@npac-weiwuying.org
www.npac-weiwuying.org
2020

3
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